Fractional Reserve Banking Begat Faux Reality
Trust is the foundation for all social contracts. Lose trust in a spouse and you will lose
your marriage. Lose trust in a politician and you will elect a better candidate. Lose trust
in your government and nations will fall. Trust is based upon information, therefore the
ultimate power over humanity, is based upon control of information.
We are all heavily invested in our government, by taxes and by presumed security
benefits. Conspiracy theories are deemed not credible by the simple fact that there are
SO many of these supposed conspiracies. When confronted with such a broad based
violation of trust, it is easier to dismiss the obvious conflicts as just coincidence. But
coincidence is no longer believable when the final connecting link becomes apparent.
“Motive, means and method” are the classic tools of the detective in dealing with crime.
To solve the greatest crime in history requires knowledge of these three elements and the
very small force of elites that are in actual control of these elements. The arrogance of
this power structure is often displayed in the cryptic naming of their pet projects.
“Outcome Based Education” is mind control for the “outcome” of the few, which is
tyranny over the many.
The most fundamental power of government is the creation and control of the money
system. The excellent history of the now completely bankrupt world monetary system is
chronicled in The Creature from Jekyll Island by G Edward Griffin. Centuries ago,
clever bankers were able to manipulate the inbred, degenerate crown heads of Europe
into repeated wars using borrowed money.
The bankers were invested in the war industries and were able to profit directly. In
addition, since the bankers ‘loaned’ the funds at pre-war values, they were able to market
these ‘war bonds’, destroy the under lying currency and leave the bond holders with
worthless paper. History repeats itself because this pump and dump Ponzi scheme has
proven so successful for this tiny elite syndicate that they cannot control the temptation to
repeat this cycle endlessly.
America offered a break with this feudal power structure for a time. A vast continent
with uncontrolled resources offered incentive and necessity required invention. The great
spark of human ingenuity responded with an outpouring of creativity and knowledge.
But the potential to harness this power for the benefit of the few constantly emerged.
After repeated attempts and failures, the world controlled banking elite finally got control
of America’s monetary system in 1913 with the passage of the Federal Reserve Act.
It is impossible to reduce Griffin’s 600 page text into a paragraph, but the basic concept
of this fraud is simple. The Reserve Act grants a private syndicate the right to loan
money on the ‘fractional reserve’ system. A bank deposit of $10 allows a ten-fold loan
potential of $100 for the syndicate to loan. The syndicate ‘creates’ the money for this
loan and is further granted the power to PRINT US currency, giving the bankers ‘bailout’
protection.
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The taxpayer is then further obligated to ‘insure’ the ‘investments’ of the bankers, who
by law are ‘too big to fail’, even at the risk of national bankruptcy. With the fundamental
parameter of trust, the money system, based on a lie, it became necessary to sustain this
system with a complete system of lies.
To do this required the ‘outcome based’ Faux Education system of lies. Eventually this
system got too large to hide. The Faux Commodity Market to sell useless Carbon Credits
was based on Faux Science, but in addition required a Faux History pedigree. Here is a
brief analysis of the combined Faux Science and Faux History of the world’s greatest
fraud.

Why Would Wood Worry Warmists ?
It’s not nice to fool Mother Nature, a recent Madison Avenue ad campaign reminded us.
Indeed, it is impossible to fool Mother Nature for any length of time, for she holds the
ultimate trump card, empirical evidence. No fanciful hypothesis can stand the test of
time without physical proof. If data collection and hypothesis formulas are made public
then independent review and physical evidence will determine “truth”.
Nature and independent analysis are providing increasing evidence that the warmist
hypothesis of carbon dioxide climate forcing is the worst abuse of science in all history.
The sole purpose of this faux science was to create a world-wide tax and control of
energy use in what was to be the greatest extortion scheme imaginable. Climate science
was to be the under-informed and possibly unwitting bagman in this heist.
To present the illusion of “settled science” this fraud required historical provenance. The
sole creator of the ‘carbon warming’ hypothesis is Svante Arrhenius, but when the
patriarch of your movement can be rightful described as the ‘Grand Dragon of the
Swedish Ku Klux Klan’, you have an image problem. This bigot issue could be negative
factor to the core liberal and minority support base, so Faux Science need the help of
Faux History to pull off the scam.
Anachronisms are the nemesis of poor screen plays. Warmists have intentionally
distorted the history of greenhouse gas hypothesis to obfuscate the arrogant, racist
character of the true founder of this hoax, the erroneous Arrhenius. The warmists have
wrongly claimed that failed hypothesis was first proposed by Fourier and supported by
Tyndall. We will examine the evidence that disproves these lies.
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We begin by establishing the timeline of the supporting science. The supposed mythical
power of atmospheric carbon dioxide is to capture Outgoing Long-wave Radiation
(OLR), heating itself and then ‘re-radiating’ this energy back to Earth. Dr Matthias
Kleespies has done an excellent history summary of the science of radiation posted here
[1].
The only addition would be the discovery of the Infra-red spectrum, by Sir William
Herschel in 1800 and called “Calorific Rays” for the invisible heat that it produced.
Herschel’s discovery was followed in 1801 by Johann Ritter’s discovery of “Chemical
Rays”, later called ultra-violet.
The Faux History version of Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Hypothesis blames the origins of
this fraud on Fourier & Tyndall. The original transcript to Fourier statements are posted
by Australian Geologist Timothy Casey here [2] and the original published experiment
for Tyndall here [3]. Casey’s end comments on the Tyndall experiment are noteworthy
in that Tyndall did NOT measure absorption but instead, opacity.
The basis of the GHG hoax is radiation absorption and redirection which Fourier and
Tyndall had no knowledge of as Dr Kleespies article explains, and there was limited
knowledge of the periodic nature of atoms until decades later. A largely correct outline
of the history of the GHG Hypothesis as offered by Dr Vincent Gray here [4] with a few
additions.
Fourier had no knowledge of nuclear fission energy or the massive amounts of energy
released by this process. He assumed that all internal heat in the Earth was residual from
creation and stated that he had calculated this total annual amount of out-flowing energy
world-wide to have the capacity of melting a one meter square base block of ice that was
three meters high.
Arrhenius was certain of his claims because “we have temperatures aloft gathered by
balloonists”. Considering the limitations of data it would be hard to form complete
correct analysis. Arrhenius was quickly proven wrong on his predicted values by fellow
Swedish scientist Knut Angstrom. In 1909 Stanford professor, Dr Robert Wood,
conducted physical experiments proving that even the concept of ‘radiative trapping’ was
erroneous. That experiment has been recreated using modern methods with the same
result by Dr Nasif Nahle. [5]
The GHG lay dormant for decades only to be revived to support a Faux Commodity
Market called “Carbon Credits” and again requiring government enforcement. Again, the
clever bankers used “other people’s money” to fund their scam. The recently disclosed
“legalized insider trading” practiced by Wall Street traitors and Congressional turncoats
shows how this is done.
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The Congress allows itself to be informed on pending Wall Street actions and to be
exempt from the same laws that sent Martha Stewart to jail. A ‘no cost to them’ tip by
Wall Street insiders to vultures on Pennsylvania Avenue allows them to bribe all 535
members of Congress instantly and simultaneously. This soon develops into a Pavlovian
relationship where the ‘too big to fails’ have complete control of the dogs in the peoples
house.
The S & L crisis, Enron, World Com, Dot Com, Fannie-Freddie and TARP are not
aberrations, they are REFLECTIONS of the underlying system of fraud. Understanding
this ‘means’ explains the motive and the methods. It is the creation of a Faux Reality that
has allowed these crimes to go undetected. All of the wars, depressions and genocide of
the twentieth century stem from these defective elites and their defective banking system.
The once respected Prime Minister of England, Winston Churchill should be rightfully
remembered for his direct involvement in the sinking of the Lusitania as a pretext to draw
America into a European banker created First World War. The war to end all wars was a
bank fraud in disguise. These same bankers created the Bolshevik Revolution, the rise of
the Third Reich and Mao’s Long March.
You are then faced with only two realities. Either hapless humanity stumbles from one
expensive bloodbath, blindly to the next expensive bloodbath….or….a powerful elite
carefully stage-sets, directs and PROFITS from endless human carnage. Despite his
repeated, unforgivable crimes in this nightmare, it is fitting to close with a paraphrased
quote from Sir Winston in describing soviet Russia….[emphasis by author]….
“It is a riddle wrapped in a mystery, inside an enigma…all locked in a paradox.
The paradox is the elitist controlled world money box.
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